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HERE’S a look of pride on
Errol Jacobs’ face as he stops
his bakkie outside the neat
grounds of a church in Eldorado
Park.
With some satisfaction, he
describes how last week neighbours
of the church, which is tucked on
a nondescript street in Eldorado
Park Extension 2, angrily chased
away a team of contractors installing a new cell mast for a network
provider.
Jacobs, a local pastor who lives a
street away from the proposed mast,
maintains that concerns about
plummeting property values and
the potential health impacts have
been ignored.
“We’ve done our homework on
electromagnetic radiation from all
these masts,” says the burly pastor,
who uses prayers to tackle drug
abuse in Eldorado Park. “Erecting
these towers is like putting minefields all over the place.”
Community activist Hilton Dawson warns: “We will physically take
these things down. We counted 14
cellular masts in our area. Our
question is, when is it enough?”
On the other side of the city, Colleen Fandam and her neighbours
feel as if they are fighting a losing
battle against the erection of a 30m
cell mast in the property of the
neighbouring Old Apostolic Church
in Craighall Park.
“We really feel like
we’re fighting a battle
we have little hope of
winning,” she says.
“The church is decidedly untrustworthy, the
City of Johannesburg
is not interested, and
the tower companies
have very deep pockets.”
Both Jacobs and
Fandam believe the City
of Johannesburg has done little to
ensure adequate public participation.
“It doesn’t matter where you
live – Soweto, Eldorado Park or
Sandton – the council and these
network providers don’t really care
about properly consulting with us,”
insists Jacobs.
In Craighall Park, the council “has failed to respond to any
requests for information. Every
adjoining neighbour as well as our
ratepayers association objected.
The City never confirmed receipt
of our complaints,” says Fandam.
But the council says there’s no
legal obligation to ensure public
participation for the installation
of masts and its new reworked cell
mast policy will not take in health
or property value concerns.
Last month, city spokesperson
Virgil James noted that “residents
in the northern suburbs have
recently voiced their unhappiness
with the installation of masts citing
cancer, the devaluation of property,
blocking of the vista and unsightliness, even though these very same
masts allow them to communicate
at will.”
Across Joburg, he says, community complaints routinely “follow every such erection” of cellular
infrastructure.
“South Africa has one of the
most advanced telecommunications
networks in the world because it
promotes socio-economic advancement through the use of technology,
facilitated by the Electronics Communication Act.
“This is where it gets rather
damning: the act grants public servitudes to network licensees… The

burning question is whether there’s
any statutory obligation in the current law for an applicant for a cellphone mast to embark on a public
participation process before such
application may be approved by the
municipality. The answer seems to
be no,” he says.
The only notice to be given “is
to the owner of the property and
nobody else”, he remarks, adding
that the act does not allow for the
rights of network licensees to be
denied.
James says the City is not
unsympathetic to residents’ complaints but it is unable to stand in
the way of public access to reliable, necessary communication, “be
it high-powered cellphone masts,
street lights, mobile telephony or
aerial and underground fibre”.
Arguments put forward regarding property values and the high
risk of cancer will not form part
of discussions for its new policy,
James insists.
The World Health Organisation
(WHO) has made it clear that there
is no convincing evidence that the
weak RF signals from base stations and wireless networks cause
adverse health effects, he says.
“Unless one climbs up a mast and
hugs it for a considerable period of
time, probably months and months,
people and animals in the proximity
of cell masts are unlikely to get cancer,” James insists.
But this concerns anti-mast advocates like Tracey-Lee Dorny, who
runs the Electromagnetic Radiation Research
Foundation of
SA.
“The
City
talks about getting cancer only
if you hug the
tower for a few
months,”
she
says, but “people
are exposed 24/7 to
these emissions that create a myriad health effects.”
She says the council needs to
consult the public, NGOs and scientific experts with no conflict of
interest when reviewing its telecommunications policy.
“The current body of science is
enormous and the fact that cell towers affect property values cannot be
simply ignored,” she says.
“The time for transparency and
respect for human rights as per the
constitution need to be addressed.
Communities should have a right
to full public participation,” she
insists.
“Fibre is a faster, safer solution
for health and the environment.”
Dorny believes it is critical that
cell towers should not be placed in
schools and that those that have
should be removed to “protect the
children of South Africa”.
Communities of all socio-economic backgrounds across South
Africa are opposing the erection of
cell towers and lamp-post towers.
“This opposition is growing,
because the public have experienced first-hand the effects on their
health, the environment and their
property values over the past 20
years,” Dorny says.
Thousands of peer reviewed
studies have shown the health
impacts from electromagnetic pollution, which include central nervous system disorders, thyroid, liver,
kidney and hormone disruption,
immune dysfunction, ADD, autism,
birth defects, sleep disorders, tinnitus, miscarriages and cancers.
South Africa is guided by the
WHO and the exposure guidelines
published by the International Com-
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Schoolchildren walk past a cellphone tower that is situated near two classrooms and a playground inside the Orchards Primary School’s yard
in Orchards, Joburg.
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mission on Non-Ionising Radiation
Protection (ICNIRP), which maintains there is no risk to the health
from exposure to the microwave
emissions of cellular base stations.
In an October 2014 fact sheet, the
WHO noted the “ubiquitous” use of
mobile phones, pegging usage at 6.9
billion subscriptions.
“The electromagnetic fields produced by mobile phones are classified by the International Agency
for Research on Cancer as possibly
carcinogenic to humans. Studies
are ongoing to more fully assess
potential long-term effects.”
In May 2015, nearly 200 scientists

submitted an appeal to the UN and
the WHO, requesting they adopt
more protective exposure guidelines for electromagnetic fields and
wireless technology in “the face of
increasing evidence of risk”.
Professor Walter Meyer, of the
physics department at the University of Pretoria, says “the intensity
of electromagnetic radiation you
receive from a cellphone next to
you is probably much higher than
that of a base station a few tens
of metres away… There is no conclusive proof that electromagnetic
radiation at the levels from cellphone base stations can cause any

health effects.”
But Dawson, who blames Eldorado’s proliferation of masts for his
headaches and insomnia, will keep
fighting.
He carries a petition that garnered over 300 signatures this week
“against network providers who
place numerous network poles in
our areas without proper public
participation.
“All these towers are rolled out at
schools, shopping centres, churches
and old-age homes, because it provides an income for these places,
but without explaining allegations of health risks and property

depreciation,” Dawson says.
After she considered selling her
property in Craighall Park because
of the mast, Fandam now rents it
out.
“It doesn’t really matter what I
think the negative health impacts
may be.
“It’s what the potential buyers
of my property think. If given a
choice, would you live directly next
to a 30m tower or would you buy a
similar property elsewhere?
“My property is my single biggest investment and now, through
no fault of my own, I stand to lose a
fair portion of the value.”

MTN embarks on a public
participation process in accordance
with the municipal guidelines
prior to erecting masts, says its
spokesperson, Jacqui O’Sullivan.
South Africa does not have
standardised guidelines relating to
this infrastructure. As a result, each
area is managed in accordance with
its own local requirements.
“Public meetings are not always
a requirement by the local
authorities. However, we believe
these engagement sessions are
important and we will often
initiate these meetings to establish
and maintain open lines of
communication with local residents.
“An important audience we need
to remember is the ‘silent majority’
of residents who simply require
connectivity.
“Highly densified urban areas,
where we see lots of townhouses,
apartments and estates, are often
where we face the most demand
from customers seeking to up-scale
their connectivity.
“More capacity and ever-increasing
speeds are what communities are
looking for.”
The demand for spectrum is an
important consideration.
“While some progress has been
made in facilitating access to
high-frequency spectrum, there
is a pressing need to speed up the
allocation of spectrum, particularly
the important 2 600MHz frequency.
“The release of spectrum will
create much-needed capacity that
will be operated using existing
infrastructure.
MTN voluntarily complies with
the guidelines set out by the
International Commission on
Non-Ionising Radiation Protection
(ICNIRP) endorsed by the World
Health Organisation and the health
and safety guidelines outlined by
the Department of Health.
“MTN undertook to carry out an
electromagnetic fields predictive
study for every antenna installed.
The emissions are 20% below the
ICNIRP guidelines.”
A Vodacom spokesperson said it
fulfils and obtains the necessary
approvals from the local municipal
council for all its base station sites.
“In addition, we also embark on
a public participation process, as
required by the council, where
residents are notified about our
intention to erect a base station site
in their area.
“Most experts say there is no
scientific reason to distance base
stations from places where people
live and work.”
The spokesperson says South
Africa is in the “middle of a mobile
connectivity boom.
“Data traffic on Vodacom’s
network and across all mobile
network companies is growing
as more people use the internet
and applications every day. Today,
in excess of 20 million people
use mobile devices to access the
internet on the Vodacom network.
In comparison, there are less
than one million fixed line ADSL
connections in the country.
“The capacity of each base station
is limited and given the growth in
data traffic, if we’re not able to add
new sites, both the quality of calls
and the speed of data connections
will suffer.” - Sheree Bega

Cachalia keen to restructure Gauteng DA if elected
KEVIN RITCHIE
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LL EYES might be on the
ANC elective conference
next month, but there’s
another political battle playing out
a fortnight ahead of it.
On the weekend of November
18/19, the DA in Gauteng will
be electing its new chairperson,
leader and deputy chair; three
key positions in the run-up to the
increasingly contestable 2019 general elections.
The incumbent provincial leader
John Moodey will be attempting to
win his fourth term, but Ghaleb
Cachalia is determined to take him
on – and win.
Cachalia, the scion of the wellknown Struggle family, shocked
many when he joined the DA 18
months ago, just ahead of the 2015
municipal elections. He stood as
the party’s mayoral candidate in
Ekurhuleni, dropping the ANC
majority from 62% of the vote to
48%, effecting a bigger swing to the
DA – performing better, say some
DA members – than the mayoral
campaigns in Johannesburg and
Tshwane, on a fraction of the budget
the others had.
Cachalia is unabashed.
“I’m seen as the new boy at

the school who suddenly wants
to become head boy, but I’m not a
career politician. This year I’ll be 61,
I mothballed my business interests
because I want to make a difference.
“You know (South Africa) had
a great leader in (Nelson) Mandela
and then we went to sleep, only to
wake up to a nightmare. That’s why
I decided to join the coalition of the
willing to make a difference.”
His supporters, however, believe
the biggest difference that Cachalia
can make is to actually revive a
party that has not only flatlined, but
actually dipped in Gauteng in recent
elections. “Quite frankly,” said one
of Cachalia’s backers who is not
authorised to speak to the media,
“Moodey shows worrying trends of
racial politics and growing illiberalism. What we need to win in 2019
is a completely different approach,
one that isn’t going to happen with
Moodey still at the helm.”
Cachalia won’t speak about the
merits or otherwise of the current
political leader in Gauteng – to
do so would be inappropriate and
against party policy, he says – choosing instead to speak about what his
leadership will offer if he is elected.
“I stand for liberalism with a
small ‘l’. I’m not prepared to be
ANC-lite, but rather, if elected, take

on the contentious issues like race,
BEE and land reform.
“I’m not worried about the optics
of the party, we have to get the fundamentals right. If you get hung
up on fashioning a colour palette,
you miss the kernel of the issue;
land reform is about making the
soil productive, BEE is about broadening the economy, not just creating
elites.”
A key rafter of his platform is to
change the structure of the party
in Gauteng.
“We have to delegate authority,
not tasks. We have to ensure the
ward councillors, the activists at
grass roots are empowered to fashion policy because they are the ones
who are closest to the voters.”
His supporters believe it is this
that differentiates him from Moodey.
“Moodey is a career politician,
he’s a street fighter, big on slogans
and big on relationships.
“Ghaleb is coming in with none
of that baggage, only a vision and
a determination to make change
happen. He’s a workaholic who
melds the best of his activist background with a thorough corporate
background.
“Too many of the current leaders
and elected officials are careerists,
unwilling to rock the boat for fear

Ghaleb Cachalia,
dressed in black
earlier this week
in support of
#BlackMonday,
in his lounge
in his house
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of losing their perks of office. That’s
political suicide,” said one of his
supporters.
What concerns Cachalia is the
inertness of prospective DA candidates who are unable to envisage a
different policy to that of the ANC.
“The ANC’s policies aren’t
actually that bad, they’re just not
being implemented properly,” he
says. “When you put this to prospective candidates, they agree with
you, which is terrifying because it
speaks to the shallowness of the
‘blue water’ that should be the ideological divide between the ANC and
the DA. “We’re not socialists, we’re

fundamentally liberals who believe
in the free market and individual
choice, we have to grasp the nettle
and discuss thorny issues like race,
BEE and land. There are people in
the party who are scared that we
will lose votes if we do this, but
I believe if we do it properly and
with DA values as our lodestar, we
will win more support. “We can’t
be fellow travellers any more, we
have to do it properly, we have to
lead properly.”
Cachalia grew up the son of
activists in Vrededorp and Fordsburg in Johannesburg. His father,
Yusuf, was secretary of the SA

Indian Congress and played a key
role in the Defiance Campaign,
being joint secretary with Walter
Sisulu. His mother, Amina, was a
lifelong activist.
They sent him to Swaziland to
be educated and from there to exile
in Wales when his passport was
confiscated. He studied at the University of London. After graduating, he received his passport again,
returned home and promptly had it
removed by the apartheid government. He studied law at Wits, but
was involved in student politics to
such an extent that he was detained
and never completed his degree.
He joined his father in their clothing and manufacturing business,
starting at the bottom and eventually running it. After the advent of
democracy and the threat of huge
competition from the Far East, he
sold the business, retaining one
retail outlet which he transferred
to the long-serving staff.
He started a management consultancy, joined a venture capital
firm as an executive director as well
as holding a number of directorships, including Namdeb, diamond
miner De Beers’ Namibian operation.
Cachalia is more than just a dark
horse in the leadership race.

The recent Johannesburg
regional elective conference delivered all 12 positions to candidates
who have already backed his bid
for the provincial leadership. Ekurhuleni held its regional conference
last Saturday, with seven of the 10
positions – with the exception of
the leadership and finance – going
to Cachalia’s camp.
Tshwane still needs to be tested,
as does the West Rand, while
Midvaal is small but still significant.
Cachalia doesn’t want to read too
much into the results.
“There’s fertile ground to be
delivered and developed and 2019
looms large. I intend to give it my
all. Gauteng is the primary battleground, which is why I have put my
hat into the ring to stand as leader.
“The DA has a fighting chance of
collaring a substantial number of
the votes in the province, but to do
so it needs a seamless machine that
delivers, organises and inspires.
“Right now within the DA, we are
determining how best to position
ourselves for this battle.
“In a sense, we are conducting
our own internal battle, but let’s
be clear, this is not a battle of
faction against faction. We are
in this all together. If we fail, South
Africa fails.”

